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ABSTRACT

Effective utilization of network resource reduces the probability that a call arriving at the base station (BS) of a network will be lost. Performance evaluation plays an important role in modelling and designing of effective schemes to utilize limited network resource. This objective is achieved by an accurate traffic characterization and a precise analysis of the performance metrics in terms of traffic intensity. This has prompted the deployment of various concepts and techniques aimed at delivering solutions on the issue of optimization of GSM networks. In this paper, we use the queuing approach to develop a model for call completion, making signal power considerations as well. A General User Interface (GUI) is designed for the developed model using MATLAB and the impact of queuing on call completion is analysed by carrying out an assessment of the performance of the model at different parametric values.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Every network user who has satisfied the demands of network providers expects to complete every call made, but this is not always obtainable due to several performance issues [3, 13, 19]. High traffic intensity is known to have a profound negative effect on the performance of GSM networks; as such a system capacity commensurate with service high traffic demands [2, 4, 17] is needed. Network capacity expansion may not always be cost effective, hence the need for the deployment of suitable techniques which can bring about an optimal use of limited network resources, while saving costs as well [7, 19].

The concept of queuing is very useful in modelling of systems where traffic management is of utmost importance. In GSM networks, traffic characteristics have a random behaviour in terms of arrival; usually following a Poisson’s distribution [1, 6, 10]. The deployment of queuing in GSM traffic modelling can be very useful in effective channel utilization. The variations of queuing theory deployed in GSM modelling include prioritized and non-prioritized schemes [6, 17]. The queue disciplines commonly used are the first in first out (FIFO); where customers are served on a first-in first-out basis, last in first out (LIFO); where customers are served in a last-in first-out manner, served in random order (SIRO); where customers are served in random order, and priority; where customers are served in order of their importance on the basis of their service requirements [1, 8, 17] [1]. In this paper, we assess the impact of queuing on the performance of GSM networks at different traffic loads, as well the effect of queue size as traffic load increases.

2. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS

Fang [1] did a performance evaluation of wireless cellular networks, where a realistic assumption approach was adopted in the analysis of call connection performance and mobility management where time variables such as call holding time, cell residence time, channel holding time, registration area residence time and inter-service time were all assumed to be generally distributed.

Ayeni [13] made a quantitative study of the phenomenon of call setup failure rate in Nigeria. Test calls were made to different identified routes of the network vis-à-vis intra, inter, Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and international routes. It was discovered that relatively low call failure rates were recorded on intra and international routes as against inter and PSTN routes. It was also observed
that definite call failure patterns could not be observed when viewed over the hours of the day, as is expected in normal traffic studies.

Efthymoglou, Pattaramalai, and Aalo, [14] derived simple closed-form expressions that closely approximate the call completion probability in a wireless cellular network under generalised gamma distributed cell dwell time, and call holding time with arbitrary distribution.

Ozawa, Takahashi and Takahashi, [15] proposed a method to obtain upper and lower bounds of call completion probabilities in a mobile communication network having a large number of base stations. To overcome the difficulty of analysing overlapping zones in the network, two smaller size models were introduced, and the upper and lower bounds were represented. It was seen that the values of the bounds could be gotten with less computation.

Mohammed M. Alwakeel, [10] investigated the impact of the type of the statistical distributions used to model channel holding time in cellular system on handoff failure probability and premature call termination probability. The analytical model investigated in his research showed that the type of the channel holding time distribution has no impact on the handoff failure probability and premature call termination probability. Instead, the mean of the channel holding time which is a constant value that depends on the parameters of the system such as the design layout and users distribution in the service area, regardless of the type of distribution used to model the channel holding time, has direct impact on the handoff failure probability and premature call termination probability.

Adegoke and Babalola [12] did an appraisal of the performance of GSM operators using Nigeria as a case study and examined the problems facing the industry. After evaluating the parameters that attributed to poor QoS by operators, they came up with suggestions towards improving network performance.

Osahenvenwem, Edeko and Emergbetere [4] proposed a scheme for traffic modelling that would predict blocking probability for voice call using channel fragmentation and pre-emptive prioritization. An analytical approach was deployed to determine a traffic model, assuming a certain number of channels in cell system, which was also homogenous in the entire mobile communication network. Queuing theory was deployed as a modelling technique, and calls were assumed to enter the system in an orderly sequence.

3. METHODOLOGY
The M/M/1 queuing approach is adopted in this model [4, 17]. We consider a system made up of many homogenous cells. These cells are assumed to be identical in capacity, performance and characteristics [5]. Only one cell will be modelled, being that the results are applicable to other cells. All traffic requests are treated as incoming calls in this analysis. Also, this is not a multiclass model in that only voice calls are considered.

3.1 System Model:
The basic assumptions to consider for the system model include the following:

i. A cell of size $C_n$ channels.

ii. A queue of infinite size.

iii. Signal power $\phi$, for incoming call must be at least 75%, for acceptance of such a call.

iv. There is a timer set for each call in the queue; the call is lost once it exceeds the set time.

v. If a call finds no free channel on arrival, it is placed in the queue. If the call moves out of the cell before it is assigned a channel, it is deleted from the queue.

vi. The dwell time is exponentially distributed with mean $\frac{1}{\mu}$.

vii. The overall service time or call duration, $\mu = \mu_C + \mu_Q$

Where $\mu_C$ and $\mu_Q$ represent the channel holding time and queuing time respectively.

3.2 Model Description
Let us consider a base station with $C_n$ channels. In this scheme, no priority is given to any request (new call or handoff), all calls are seen as incoming calls. Therefore, all the channels are shared equally by both the new calls and handoff requests. The scheme also incorporates a queuing concept which is implemented using the first-in first-out protocol [1, 17]. It is also assumed that the signal powers of both requests are good enough by a factor of $\phi$. In this scheme, both the signal strength and channel availability are considered. The arrival rate of incoming calls is $\lambda$, since any poor signal-quality request is dropped immediately, the effective incoming rate becomes $\phi \lambda$.

Where $\phi$ represents the signal power factor.

Since this is a non-prioritized case, the effective call service time as earlier stated, is given as $\mu = \mu_C + \mu_Q$.
Simplifying, we have the steady state probability \( P(i) \) is derived as

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{\infty} P(i) = 1
\]

Using equation 1 recursively with the normalisation condition [1]

Applying the birth-death process [1, 4, 10], the balance equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\phi(\lambda)}{\mu} P(0), & \quad 0 \leq i \leq C_n \\
\frac{\phi(\lambda)^{i-C_n}}{(i-C_n)! \prod_{j=1}^{C_n} (C_n + j(\mu C_n + \mu Q))} P(0), & \quad C_n < i \leq \infty
\end{align*}
\]

The steady state probability \( P(i) \) is derived as

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{C_n} P(i) = 1
\]

Applying the Markov one-dimensional process approach, [9, 14] the system model is illustrated in Figure 2. The state transition diagram for the proposed scheme as shown in Figure 2 is a Markov chain showing the various states of the system, from the point the call is put in the queue till it accesses a channel.

We define the system state \( i \) (\( i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, \infty \)) of the cell as the sum of channels in the cell and the queue size. From the state transition diagram (Figure 2), the equilibrium probabilities can be derived as shown.
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Where $P(0)$ can be given as

$$P(0) = \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{C_n} \frac{1}{i!} \phi \left( \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right)^i + \sum_{i=C_n+1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{(i-C_n)!} \phi \left( \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right)^{(i-C_n)} \times \frac{1}{\prod_{j=1}^{C} [C_n + j(\mu C_n + \mu Q)]} \right]^{-1}$$

(5)

The expression $\frac{\lambda}{\mu}$ is known as the traffic intensity [4][1] and is often represented as $\rho$. Therefore, $\rho = \frac{\lambda}{\mu}$.

Substituting in equation 5, it becomes

$$P(0) = \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{C_n} \frac{\phi^i}{i!} + \sum_{i=C_n+1}^{\infty} \frac{\phi^{(i-C_n)}}{(i-C_n)!} \times \frac{1}{\prod_{j=1}^{C} [C_n + j(\mu C_n + \mu Q)]} \right]^{-1}$$

(6)

Loss probability can be defined here as the probability that any call which accesses the network is not completed [1][3]. It can also be referred to as call failure probability. The loss probability is given as

$$P_L = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} P(C_n + i)$$

(7)

Therefore,

$$P_L = \frac{\phi \left( \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right)^i}{(i-C_n)!} \times \frac{1}{\prod_{j=1}^{C} [C_n + j(\mu C_n + \mu Q)]} \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} \frac{\phi^i}{i!} + \sum_{i=C_n+1}^{\infty} \frac{\phi^{(i-C_n)}}{(i-C_n)!} \times \frac{1}{\prod_{j=1}^{C} [C_n + j(\mu C_n + \mu Q)]} \right]^{-1}$$

(8)

Simplifying,

$$P_L = \frac{\phi \left( \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right)^{(i-C_n)}}{(i-C_n)! \prod_{j=1}^{C} [C_n + j(\mu C_n + \mu Q)]} \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} \frac{\phi^i}{i!} + \sum_{i=C_n+1}^{\infty} \frac{\phi^{(i-C_n)}}{(i-C_n)!} \times \frac{1}{\prod_{j=1}^{C} [C_n + j(\mu C_n + \mu Q)]} \right]^{-1}$$

(9)

In (9), $P_L$ is the Loss Probability, $C_n$ is the number of channels in cell, $i$ is the queue size and $\rho$ is the traffic intensity. The call completion rate (CCR) is given as

$$CCR = (1 - P_L) \times 100$$

(10)

4. SYSTEM PARAMETERS

4.1 SYSTEM PARAMETERS

System parameters and their values for the computation of the results are presented in this section. The maximum channel holding time was 2 minutes (120 seconds), traffic (in erlangs) was varied between the range of 1 and 100, maximum queuing time was 20 seconds, number of channels, varied from 1 to 32 and the signal power consideration ($\phi$) was varied from 75 to 100 per cent. Details of the data are as presented in Table 1.

4. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The results of this study simulated in MATLAB are presented in the form of graphs.
Table 1: Table of parametric values for the scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holding Time ($\mu_{C}$)</td>
<td>120 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue Time ($\mu_{Q}$)</td>
<td>20 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Intensity ($\rho$)</td>
<td>Varied from 1 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue Size ($i$)</td>
<td>Varied from 10 to 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Consideration ($\phi$)</td>
<td>Varied from 75 – 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Size ($C_{n}$)</td>
<td>Varied from 1 to 32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 is a graph showing the relationship between queue size and call completion rate. Figure 4 shows the effect of queue size on call completion at different traffic loads of 30, 50, 70 and 100 erlangs. Figure 5 depicts the impact of different queue sizes of 100, 500 and 1000 on call completion as traffic load increases.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The Figure 3 shows a sharp increase in the CCR for queue sizes 1 to 100. However, above the queue size of 100, an increase in the CCR becomes gradual and smaller. This implies that the system does not require a very large queue, since the queue is regulated by a timer which clears all requests at the expiration of their set time. Figure 4 shows that between a queue size of 1 and 100 there is about 3% increase in the CCR. The CCR for a traffic load of 50 Erlangs is higher than call completion rates at 70 and 100 Erlangs. Hence, the CCR increases with a decrease in the values of the traffic loads to 50 Erlangs. However, as the queue size increases, beyond 100, the call completion rates at the different traffic loads converge, rising steadily (approximately 0.15%) as queue size increases. This entails that a high queue size increases the probability that a call will be serviced even at high traffic loads. In figure 5 the queue reduces the effect of increasing traffic load. At the different queue sizes, the effect of increasing traffic load is the same. However, as traffic load exceeds 30 Erlangs, there is a divergence in CCR values at the different queue sizes, with the larger queue sizes having the better performances. Therefore, the larger the queue size, the better the performance of the network at high traffic loads.

6. CONCLUSION
The impact of queuing on call completion was investigated using a model which adopted a non-prioritised approach with blocked requests queued and serviced on a first-in first-out basis. The results in this paper show that queuing can minimise or may even eliminate the negative effect of high traffic on call completion rates.
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